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and living ¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂ At the core of all good writing (and copywriting) is the sentence. And, besides Hemingway, I can¢ÃÂÂt think of a better craftsman of the single sentence than the late indie poet and novelist, Charles Bukowski. I picked up Bukowski for the very first time this year, beginning with arguably one of his most widely-read works, The
Post Office. (I wrote down my favorite line from it and the other twenty-five books I¢ÃÂÂve read so far this year, here). Two, maybe three pages in, I felt like slapping myself in the face ¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂ I couldn¢ÃÂÂt fathom how I had spent so much time on this planet having never read him. While his writing style was less polished than Hemingway¢ÃÂÂs,
it had just as much punch and arguably more tenacity. For the unfamiliar, reading Charles Bukowski is like going for a ride on a Honey Badger ¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂ nothing is off-limits, nothing is too scary to write about and you never know what the hell he is going to do or say next. 75 Charles Bukowski quotes (make sure your back is to a wall).I did some
digging and in my opinion, here are Bukowski¢ÃÂÂs hardest-hitting lines. Make sure you¢ÃÂÂre sitting down. If you begin to feel light-headed, take a breather. You¢ÃÂÂll want to brace yourself for this prose. Great art is horse shit, buy tacos.An intellectual says a simple thing in a hard way. An artist says a hard thing in a simple way.Find what you
love and let it kill you.Sometimes you climb out of bed in the morning and you think, I¢ÃÂÂm not going to make it, but you laugh inside ¢ÃÂÂ remembering all the times you¢ÃÂÂve felt that way.People run from rain but sit in bathtubs full of water.Nothing is worse than to finish a good shit, then reach over and find the toilet paper container empty.
Even the most horrible human being on earth deserves to wipe his ass.Baby, I said, I'm a genius but nobody knows it but me.I guess the only time most people think about injustice is when it happens to them.The tigers have found me and I do not care.And yet women No fighting glasses, knockS, knock eW.erif hghorht klaw uwe
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here to laugh at the odds and live our lives so well that death will tremble to take us.Dogs and angels are not very far apart.Anything is a waste of time unless you are fucking well or creating well or getting well or looming toward a kind of phantom-love-happiness.Genius might be the ability to say a profound thing in a simple way.People are strange:
they are constantly angered by trivial things, but on a major matter like totally wasting their lives, they hardly seem to notice.You begin saving the world by saving one man at a time; all else is grandiose romanticism or politics.The best often die by their own hand just to get away, and those left behind can never quite understand why anybody would
ever want to get away from them. Some people never go crazy. What truly horrible lives they must live.I don¢ÃÂÂt like the clean-shaven boy with the necktie and the good job. I like desperate men, men with broken teeth and broken minds and broken ways. They interest me. They are full of surprises and explosions.Beware of those who seek constant
crowds; they are nothing alone.He asked, What makes a man a writer? Well, I said, it's simple. You either get it down on paper, or jump off a bridge.In this land some of us fuck more than we die but most of us die better than we fuck.I loved you like a man loves a woman he never touches, only writes to, keeps little photographs of.We drink our coffee
and pretend not to look at each other.Still, I kept thinking about Lydia. The good parts of our relationship felt like a rat walking around and gnawing at the inside of my stomach.The worst thing for a writer is to know another writer, and worse than that, to know a number of other writers. Like flies on the same turd. Why was it that every time you saw
a woman like that you were with another woman?But your eyes ¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂ they¢ÃÂÂre beautiful. They¢ÃÂÂre wild, crazy, like some animal peering out of a forest on fire. Human relationships were strange. here here to ed satsip ;59 ed IQ mu moc atsitned mu moc adasac aroga Â Â ale euqrop saesu¡Ãn odnitnes e ehcÃudnas ed atnuj amu me ohnizos
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doing the same; sleeping together.But then if you lied to a man about his talent just because he was sitting across from you, that was the most unforgivable lie of them all, because that was telling him to go on, to continue which was the worst way for a man without real talent to waste his life, finally. But many people did just that, friends and relatives
mostly.Hello, Death. But I¢ÃÂÂve had almost 6 decades. I¢ÃÂÂve given you so many clean shots at me what I should have been yours long ago. I want to be buried near the racetrack¢ÃÂ¦Â where I can hear the stretch run. Sandra is the slim tall ear-ringed bedroom damsel dressed in a long gown, she¢ÃÂÂs always high in heels, spirit, pills and
booze.My 6 foot goddess makes me laugh the laughter of the mutilated who still need love. She was always thinking of sex, she carried it around with her like something in a paper bag. Your boys can keep your virgins give me hot old women in high heels with asses that forgot to get old. Your poems about the girls will still be around 50 years from
now when the girls are gone, my editor phones me. She¢ÃÂÂs from Texas and weighs 103 pounds and stands before the mirror combing oceans of reddish hard which falls all the way down her back to her ass. When I think of her life and compare it to other lives more dazzling, original and beautiful I realized that she has hurt fewer people than
anybody I know (and by hurt I simply mean hurt). She has had some terrible times, times when maybe I should have helped her more for she is the mother of my only child and we were once great lovers, but she has come through, like I said she, has hurt fewer people than anybody I know, and if you look at it like that, well, she has created a better
world. She has won. Frances, this poem is for you. She knew what she wanted and it wasn¢ÃÂÂt me. I know this poet: he¢ÃÂÂs just like the rest of us: he¢ÃÂÂll vomit anywhere for money. your your drinking, What they want: a damn billboard shows a lit billboard in the middle of hell. Thats what they want, that group of admirers of graceless and
gloomy carnivals. And if you don't have the capacity to love, love yourself first. And nobody ©m finds one, but they keep looking in and out of beds. I could not have her once. I wonder if she thinks I could save her? They disgust me, the way they wait for death with as much passion as a sign of fear. Watching the bull catch the killer, that's the best. I
saw a beautiful blonde girl open up a young man there and kiss him with what looked hungry and I came across and watched until they broke up. When I think of myself as dead, I think of someone making love to you when I'm not around. And you didn't invent me, and I invented you, and that's why we don't get along. There's always a woman to save
him from another. We see it too late: after the stick is swallowed, the heart follows, it has red hair like a ray of the cÃ© u. I'll die alone the way I live. He was a man who prospered in solid form; Without him, I was like another man without food or water. Every day without solid would weaken me. Rejoice. Maybe you're not famous after you're dead.
She must have a suction pump for a pussy. Look at his hands. He has the most beautiful hands. You can't see it never worked. I took the salt and pepper, I feared the broth, I broke the cookies and I put it in my sickness. When you didn't drink, the world was still out there, but at the moment you didn't do it in your throat. I'm a child, but no one knows
about me. As always, Carmen wore a very tight knit dress that fitted her as a balm fits the trapped air, perhaps tighter. ³ don't really have anything to do but drink wine and make love. How the hell could a man like to be woken up at 6:30 in the morning by an alarm clock, jump out of bed, dressed, hunted, shit, piss, brush teeth and hair and fight
traffic reaching a place where it essentially made a lot of money money Another person and was invited to thank the opportunity to do so? She was desperate and was chosen at the same time and, in a way, beautiful, but she had not enough for her to become what she imagined. Some people do not like anyone who is famous. Some people do not like
anyone who is not in the sun and rain, during the day, and at night the pain is a flower, the pain is flowers, flourishing all the time. All people start to separate finally and are: only empty grade in a room or hair on a comb on the dissolving moonlight. When things get bad enough, the kitten will kill the lemon. Death comes slowly as ants for a figure.
My type of writing at this time would scream like a raped bear. It is difficult to find a man whose poems does not finally disappoint him. It is more dangerous than all the extent of all time. Forget my sister, I am my own guardian. In this world, there is so much, so great that you can come from the slow movement of the motion of a relief. By Cole
Schafer (everything except the 95 lines you just read). You have to check this - adhesive notes are my list of and email reserved strictly for entrepreneurs and creatives who want to sell as a snow cone supplier on the hottest day of the year. year.
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